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Towards super-resolution interference microscopy metrology of x-ray 

variable-line-spacing diffraction gratings: Recent developments  
Simon Rochestera,*, Damon Englishb, Ian Lacey,c Keiko Munechika,d and Valeriy V. Yashchukc 

aRochester Scientific, LLC, 2041 Tapscott Ave., El Cerrito, CA 94530, USA;  
bEngineering Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA; 

cAdvanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA; 
dHighRI Optics, Inc., 5401 Broadway Terr, St. 304, Oakland, CA 94618, USA;  

ABSTRACT  

We report on recent work towards improving interference microscopy metrology of variable-line-spacing (VLS) x-ray 

diffraction gratings through a combination of techniques: image reconstruction to correct for distortion and blurring, 

multi-image super-resolution data acquisition to increase resolution beyond the single-image limit, and image stitching 

to increase the measurement area. Here, we concentrate on precision characterization and correction for lens distortion 

(aka geometrical distortion) and provide precise measurements of the effective image pixel distribution. We present and 

analyze the results of geometrical distortion measurements performed with test samples, including traditional 

checkerboard test artifacts and binary pseudo-random array (BPRA) standards patterned with two-dimensional 

uniformly redundant arrays (URA). The URA BPRA standards are also useful for measurement of the instrument 

transfer function (ITF), a measure of the optical aberrations and limited lateral resolution of the instrument. We also 

outline other essential elements and the next steps of the project on development of so-called super-resolution 

interference microscopy, enabling more precise measurements of VLS groove density than previously possible. The 

global aim of this project is to integrate our metrology technique into the manufacture of high-resolution x-ray gratings.  

Keywords: variable line spacing grating, VLS grating, geometrical distortion, instrument transfer function, binary 

pseudo-random, super-resolution, power spectral density, interferometric microscope. 

 

1. INTRODUCTON 

Due to their focusing properties, VLS gratings have become the main elements of many x-ray spectrometers and 

monochromators [1,2]. Spectrometers with VLS gratings can disperse the spectrum in a focal plane almost perpendicular 

to the diffracted beams and allow formation of stigmatic spectral images. Steady improvements to these instruments 

have tightened the requirements for the shape (groove distribution, profile, and phase coherence) of the gratings. This 

necessitates the development of high-performance metrology for their characterization. 

To enable fabrication of these optics at reasonable cost, advanced surface metrology with both high accuracy and high 

measurement rate must be available to integrate into modern deterministic surface figuring/patterning processes. When 

the optic is fabricated and ready for installation, additional surface metrology techniques are used at the x-ray facilities to 

ensure that the quality of the optical surface is adequate to the specifications of the beamline optical system and end-

station. Confidence in the beamline optical design and fabrication specifications critically depends on the availability of 

trustworthy before-fabrication models of the optics, based on metrology data obtained with existing optics. Under- and 

over-specifications are both undesirable, the former because of the risk of beamline performance degradation, the latter 

due to the unnecessary cost increase. 

Unfortunately, the existing metrology tools and data acquisition and processing methods are insufficient to meet today's 

challenges. The available metrology instrumentation in use at the x-ray light-source facilities, as well as in optical 

fabrication industry, including traditional long trace profilometry, deflectometry, interferometry, and microscopy, have 

essentially reached the limits set by modern state-of-the-art optical and mechanical materials and components, as well as 

by the nature of the physical processes used for measurement (see, for example, Refs. [3-7] and references therein).  

*simon@rochesterscientific.com; phone 1 510 206-6586; https://www.rochesterscientific.com/.  



 

 
 

 

Here we describe work designed to improve interference-microscopy-based metrology of variable-line-spacing (VLS) x-

ray diffraction gratings. The technique [7], first suggested and demonstrated at the Advance Light Source (ALS) X-Ray 

Optics Laboratory (XROL) [8], is based on optical microscope measurements of the power spectral distributions (PSDs) 

of grating surface sub-areas and estimation of the groove density values from the spatial frequency of the corresponding 

PSD peaks (see Sec. 2). Under support of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Small Business Technology Transfer 

(STTR) Program, we are working to advance the technique with higher accuracy and dynamic range of groove density 

variations than is currently available and make it suitable for integration into VLS x-ray grating fabrication processes. 

These goals are achieved by leveraging instrument characterization and data processing methods and procedures under 

development: image reconstruction to correct for distortion and blurring by the interferometric microscope in use, multi-

image super-resolution data acquisition to increase resolution beyond the single-image limit, and high accuracy image 

stitching to increase the measurement area.  

In this first publication on the project, we mostly concentrate on precision characterization (calibration) and correction of 

the interferometric microscope measurements for lens distortion (aka optical or geometrical distortion) and test a 

procedure for high accuracy measurement of the effective image pixel distribution. We present and analyze the results of 

geometrical distortion calibration (Sec. 3), performed with different test samples, including traditional checkerboard test 

artifacts and the binary pseudo-random array (BPRA) standards patterned two-dimensional (2D) uniformly redundant 

arrays (URA) [9,10]. The error introduced to the groove density measurement due to the geometrical distortion is 

illustrated on an example of a 600 lines/mm uniform blaze grating (Sec. 4). We also discuss the next essential 

developments of the project (Sec. 5): the next step is to implement the reconstruction (deconvolution) of the measured 

surface topography of a VLS grating based on the experimentally determined and analytically modeled instrument 

transfer function ITF of the tool in use (see Sec. 3.3). This enables sub-resolution interferometric microscope 

measurements with VLS x-ray gratings. Multiple sub-resolution measurements taken under sub-pixel displacement by a 

nano-motion stage are used (after the ITF correction) to produce even higher resolution topography data, constituting so-

called super-resolution metrology technique. This cohesive approach allows more precise measurements of VLS groove 

density than previously possible. The global aim of this project is to integrate our metrology technique into the 

manufacture of high-resolution x-ray gratings. 

2. OPTICAL METROLOGY WITH X-RAY VLS GRATINGS AT THE ALS XROL  

The level of groove-density measurement accuracy desired for characteristic applications of VLS x-ray gratings can be 

illustrated by a typical case outlined in Ref. [7], related to the current design of the ALS MAESTRO beamline [11]. In 

this case, the VLS grating is specified with the groove density varying along the longitudinal coordinate x  ( 0x   at 

the grating center) according to the polynomial function 

2

0 1 2( )g x g g x g x     ,      (1) 

where 
0 600g  lines/mm is the groove frequency at the center of the grating determining the x-ray energy range of the 

grating application, 
1 0.25g   lines/mm2 is desired to minimize the defocusing effect, and 

5

2 4 10g  lines/mm3 is 

chosen to minimize the next order (coma) aberration. It is shown in Ref. [7] that even at rather relaxed tolerances for the 

parameters in Eq. (1) of  

0 0 0.2%g g  , 
1 1 0.5%,g g   and 

2 2 20%,g g    (2) 

a high measurement accuracy of 0.08  lines/mm (corresponding to an absolute accuracy of about 100 nm/mm) is 

required. This and even higher accuracy is available with dedicated metrology instrumentation such as, for example, the 

precision interferometrically controlled comparator at the German National Metrology Institute (PTB) developed for 

precise calibration of linear encoders and line scales [12]. However, this unique instrumentation is hardly available at 

any metrology laboratory at the x-ray facilities around the world. Instead, typical methods utilize more common optical 

metrology tools. 

2.1 Long trace profiler LTP-II based metrology of x-ray VLS diffraction grating 

For a long time, the preferred tool for grating characterization at synchrotron radiation facilities [4,5,13-15] has been 

surface-slope-measuring long trace profilers (LTPs), arranged in the Littrow configuration for one dimensional (1D) 

measurements of the diffraction angle variation. In many cases, LTP metrology is capable of measuring groove density 



 

 
 

 

distributions with the required accuracy, but, due to low spatial resolution, fails to measure groove phase coherence, 

which determines the beamline spectral resolution achievable with the grating. 

Moreover, when applied to VLS gratings with rapid variation of the groove density, the LTP-based technique has 

fundamental limitations in both local accuracy and angular dynamic range. First, the steep variation of the groove 

density leads to a large variation of the optical path within the diffracted LTP sample light beam, causing a strong 

interference effect in the beam intensity distribution recorded with the LTP detector. This makes it practically impossible 

to measure the local diffraction angle with the required accuracy. Second, for strong groove density variation, the overall 

variation of the diffraction angle can significantly surpass the angular dynamic range of the LTP (typically ~ 10 mrad).  

For example, spurious effects due to intra light-beam diffraction and interference and the limited angular range of the 

XROL LTP-II [16] have made impossible accurate metrology of the VLS grating developed for the ALS AMBER 

beamline [17] with rapid variation of the groove density specified with the parameters:  

0g =1000.1 lines/mm, 
1g =0.95381 lines/mm2, 

2g = 0.004007 lines/mm3, and
3g  = -3.304×10-6 lines/mm4.        (3) 

In this case, the LTP intra-beam interference has led to a significantly broadened and irregular diffracted beam intensity 

profile recorded with the LTP-II CCD detector (Fig. 1a). The profile shape has strong variation along the grating clear 

aperture leading to unacceptably high error of the recorded diffraction angle (Fig. 1b).  

 

Figure 1. (a) The diffracted light beam intensity distribution recorded with the LTP-II CCD detector in groove density 

measurements with the ALS AMBER beamline VLS grating placed in the first order Littrow configuration. The grating is 

specified by the polynomial parameters in Eq. (3). (b) The diffraction angle variation measured over a ~12 mm long 

tangential trace; the best-fit linear trend characterized with an equivalent radius of curvature of ~ 1.5 m is detrended. Note 

that the single 12-mm trace corresponds to the entire angular dynamic range of the LTP measurements, whereas the total 

length of the grating clear aperture is 80 mm. 

Moreover, when measuring the AMBER VLS grating, the LTP-II can perform a single measuring scan only over a 

12˗mm region out of the total length of the grating clear aperture of 80 mm. Therefore, to thoroughly characterize the 

grating, one needs to stitch together at least 8 scans (assuming 2 mm overlap), performed with different pitch tilts of the 

grating. Such stitching requires high-precision absolute measurements of the incidence and diffraction angles for each 

point of a scan, which is extremely difficult because of the uncertainty in the absolute referencing of the LTP-II angular 

coordinate system. 

2.2 Optical microscope measurements with x-ray VLS diffraction grating 

Recently, the application of interferometric microscopes capable of direct measurements of the two dimensional (2D) 

grating surface topography with significantly higher spatial resolution than possible with an LTP has been suggested and 

brought to everyday practice at x-ray facilities [7]. 

Figure 2a shows the surface height distribution measured with the ALS XROL interferometric microscope near the 

center of the same AMBER grating as in Fig. 1. The microscope is equipped with 50× objective and 1× zoom lens. In 

the grating metrology with the microscope, the spatial frequency of the peak in the averaged 1D PSD in the horizontal 

direction (Fig. 2b) is used as a measure of the area’s groove density.  

Multiple measurements along the grating clear aperture provide the groove density distribution shown in Fig. 3a. The 

distribution is fitted with the specified polynomial function (1) to extract the parameters of the VLS grating. 



 

 
 

 

 

Figure 2. (a) A local height distribution measured using the interferometric microscope over the center area of the same 

AMBER VLS grating as in Fig. 1. (b) The 1D PSDX distribution corresponding to the grating height topography in plot (a). 

The microscope is equipped with 50× objective and 1× zoom lens.  

The solid line in Fig. 3a shows the best-fit third-order polynomial with the values of the parameters and their fit errors 

presented in Table 1. The precision of the VLS grating metrology achieved in this measurement is characterized by the 

residual groove density variation in Fig. 3b via the root-mean-square (rms) variation of the point that is about 0.4 

line/mm or, equivalently for this 1000 lines/mm grating, 0.4 µm/mm.  

 

Figure 3. (a) The groove density distribution (dots), as measured using the interferometric microscope over the 80-mm clear 

aperture of the same AMBER VLS grating as in Fig. 1. The best-fit third-order polynomial function is shown with the solid 

red line. The best-fit values of the polynomial parameters and their fit errors (standard deviations) are presented in Table 1. 

(b) Residual (after subtraction of the best-fit third-order polynomial function) groove density variation. The precision of the 

groove density metrology achieved in this measurement is characterized by the value of the standard deviation for the points 

in plot (b) that is about 0.4 line/mm or, equivalently for this 1000 lines/mm grating, 0.4 µm/mm.  

Table 1: The polynomial parameters of the groove density distribution of the AMBER VLS grating 

as specified and measured with the XROL interferometric microscope.  

Parameter Specified Measured Measurement error 

g0, lines/mm 1000.1 1000.097 0.096 

g1, lines/mm2 0.95381 0.949654 0.0066 

g2, lines/mm3 0.004007 0.0039305 0.00013 

g3, lines/mm4 -3.304×10-6 -1.154×10-6 6.2×10-6 

Comparison of the results of the LTP-II (Fig. 1) and interferometric microscope (Fig. 3) measurements suggest a 

significantly higher precision of the later technique. However, the measurement precision appears to be inadequate for 



 

 
 

 

the required 20% accuracy on the parameter 
3g . An improvement by an order of magnitude is required for 

interferometric microscope measurements with the VLS x-ray gratings such as the one developed the ALS AMBER 

beamline. 

Moreover, the accuracy of the interferometric measurements can be significantly different from the achieved precision. 

There are notable sources of systematic errors, such as geometrical distortion and dependence of the detector effective 

pixel size on the microscope objective/zoom lens arrangement (see Sec. 4 below).  

Our project, the first results of which we discuss in this paper, aims to overcome the limitations of the existing 

interference microscopy metrology with VLS x-ray gratings. To resolve the systematic error problem, we develop and 

apply different techniques for precision calibration of the microscope, followed by high-accuracy data restoration based 

on the calibration. To improve the accuracy of the metrology we develop and implement sophisticated data acquisition 

and analysis methods and procedures. However, a detailed discussion of the later part of the project is out of the scope of 

the present publication.  

3. MICROSCOPE’S GEOMETRICAL DISTORTION AND ITF CALIBRATION 

In this section, we discuss the effects of the geometrical distortions in the interferometric microscope measurements with 

topographical objects (surfaces under test, SUTs) like the diffraction gratings. Although the distortion has a negligible 

effect on the surface roughness measurements, it can cause a significant misrepresentation of the SUT topography in 

both height and special frequency (PSD) domains (see, for example, Refs. [18-25] and references therein).  

Figure 4 illustrates the most common geometrical radial distortions of an image of a straight-line grid test sample.  Both 

the negative radial (“pincushion” type) distortion (Fig. 4a) and positive radial (“barrel” type) distortion (Fig. 4c), if 

present in a microscope measurement, result in a nonlinear magnification in the grating topography from the center to 

the periphery of the measured area. Therefore, precision calibration and, if necessary, correction of the interferometric 

microscope measurements for geometrical distortion is vital for high-accuracy metrology.  

 

Figure 4. Illustration of the geometrical radial distortion of an image of a straight-line grid test sample: (a) negative radial 

(“pincushion” type) distortion, (b) no distortion, and (c) positive radial (“barrel” type) distortion. 

In this section, we describe test standards (Sec. 3.1) and data acquisition and analysis procedures (Secs. 3.2 and 3.3) 

developed and used for characterization of interferometric microscopes and demonstrate the efficiency of the calibration 

techniques in measurements with the ALS XROL interferometric microscope. 

3.1 Test standards for characterization of interferometric microscopes 

To characterize the microscope’s systematic errors, geometrical distortion, and ITF over an increased effective dynamic 

range, we use specially designed test standards and artifacts (see, for example, Refs. [26-33] and references therein). For 

the ITF calibration of optical microscopes, binary pseudo-random array standards patterned with the uniformly 

redundant [9,10] and highly randomized binary [29] arrays (URA BPRAs and HR BPRAs) with fundamental (smallest) 

feature size of 30 – 2,500 nm are now available [30,31].  

By design, the URA and HR BPRA patterns have inherent PSD distributions that are perfectly constant when evaluated 

over the entire array. In application to the ITF characterization of a surface profilometers, the deviation of the measured 

PSD can be used as a measure of the tool’s ITF.  



 

 
 

 

Because of a relatively well-ordered layout of the URA-based BPRA patterns, these standards, besides their use for ITF 

calibration, can be used for characterization of the microscope geometrical distortion. In this work (see Sec. 3.3, below), 

we use the A1 and B1 URA PBRA patterns with the elementary sizes of 2.5 µm and 1.2 µm of a 2-in diameter BPRA 

standard described in detail in Refs. [31,32] – Fig. 5. The etched depth of the patterns is about 95 nm as seen on the 

corresponding sections along the slice line depicted in the 2D images. 

 

Figure 5. The A1 (left) and B1 (right) URA PBRA patterns with the elementary sizes of 2.5 µm and 1.2 µm as measured 

with the ALS XROL interferometric microscope equipped with 50× objective at 1× zoom. The etched depth of the patterns 

is about 95 nm as seen on the corresponding sections along the slice line depicted in the 2D images. The 2-in diameter 

BPRA standard containing the shown patterns is described in detail in Refs. [31,32].  

The 2-in diameter BPRA standard containing the patterns depicted in Fig. 5 has 8 BPRA patterns etched to the substrate. 

The BPRA patterns A1, B1, C1 and D1 with the smallest fundamental (elementary) sizes of 2.5 µm, 1.2 µm, 800 nm, 

and 400 nm, respectively, are patterned with a uniformly redundant array (URA) [9,10]; whereas, the patterns A2, B2, 

C2 and D2 with the elementary sizes of 2.501 µm, 1.201 µm, 801 nm, and 401 nm are designed according to the highly 

randomized (HR) BPR arrays described in Ref. [29]. The step-function pattern E1 that is also etched to the standard is 

used for cross-comparison investigations when modeling of the ITF of the microscope (see the corresponding discussion 

in Ref. [34]). To calibrate the ITF of a microscope in higher resolution configuration, we use a high-resolution HR 

BPRA standard fabricated on a 1-in diameter super-polished silicon substrate [31,32]. This standard has three HR BPRA 

patterns with the elementary sizes of 241 nm, 161 nm, and 81 nm, respectively. 

The HR BPRAs have been specially designed to eliminate the limitation of the URA-based BPRA patterns related to a 

relatively well-ordered layout that results in an increased noise in the PSD distributions measured over cropped areas of 

the URA BPRA patterns [29]. Consequently, the ITF measurements discussed in this paper (Sec. 3.4) are performed over 

the HR BPRA patterns.  

For increased accuracy of the geometrical distortion calibration, we have also designed and fabricated traditional 

checkerboard test artifacts (Fig. 6) [30,31] using the nano-fabrication capabilities at the LBNL Molecular Foundry (MF). 

The checkerboard sample has two patterns with the elementary sizes 3.0 µm and 1.5 µm etched to the depth of about 15 

nm on 1-in diameter super-polished silicon substrate.  



 

 
 

 

 
Figure 6. The A1 (left) and B1 (right) URA PBRA patterns with the elementary sizes of 3.0 µm and 1.5 µm as measured 

with the ALS XROL interferometric microscope equipped with 50× objective at 1× zoom. The etched depth of the patterns 

is about 15 nm as seen on the corresponding sections along the slice line depicted in the 2D images. The 2-in diameter 

BPRA standard is described in detail in Refs. [31,32].  

3.2 Characterization of the microscope geometrical distortion 

For the measurements discussed in this paper, the data acquisition and preliminary data processing is performed with the 

microscope software. The preprocessing includes subtraction of the reference topography, measured and averaged over a 

number of unpatterned areas of the standard, and detrending of the best-fit plane surface. No filtering is applied. 

For the geometric distortion calibration, both URA BPRA and checkerboard samples were used. The calibration data 

processing consists in locating and matching characteristic features of the measured and designed (ideal) test patterns 

(Fig. 7).  

 
Figure 7. (a) A 200 x 200-pixel section of a 1000 x 1000-pixel image of the 1.2 µm URA BPRA pattern; red dots indicate 

rectangle centers found by the developed feature-finding algorithm. (b) A 200 x 200-pixel section of a 1000 x 1000-pixel 

image of the 1.5 µm checkerboard; red dots indicate corners found by the algorithm [36] described in the text.  



 

 
 

 

In the case of the URA BPRA data, the positions of the rectangle centers are found using ad hoc code developed for this 

purpose. For the traditional checkerboard samples, there are existing implementations of sophisticated algorithms, 

available, for example, in the Open-Source Computer Vision (OpenCV) library [35], for locating the checkerboard 

corners with high accuracy.  

Here, for finding the corners of the checkerboard elements (Fig. 7b), we use a method described in Ref. [36] and 

implemented in OpenCV, which is based on a localized Radon transform implemented by box filters and provides high 

subpixel accuracy. The checkerboard calibration results acquired with the method [36] are less noisy compared to those 

obtained with the URA BPRA data. Therefore, although the results from the two types of samples are consistent, the 

calibration results from the checkerboard data will be presented here. 

The checkerboard image processing is performed in Python using camera calibration routines from the OpenCV library. 

First, the found corners of the recorded checkerboard image (Fig. 7b) are identified with the projection of the corners of 

an ideal checkerboard sample from 3D space onto the camera image plane using the pinhole camera model (see, for 

example, Ref. [37]). Next, the position, rotation, tilt, and magnification of the ideal sample (extrinsic parameters) are 

varied and the best fit to the measured corners is found. The fitting model also includes lens distortion, in the form of the 

lowest-order radial distortion term with the distortion coefficient 
1k . The distortion procedure shifts each point ( , )x y  

in the image plane by an amount depending on its displacement ( , )x x y yd x c d x c     from a principal (aka the 

central) point ( , )x yc c ,  so that 

2

1(1 )x xx d k r c    ,      (3a) 

2

1(1 )y yy d k r c    ,      (3b) 

where 
2 2 2

x yr d d  . 

Figure 8 shows the residual distances between the measured checkerboard corners from the image (Fig. 7a) and the best-

fit projection of the ideal checkerboard corners. When the distortion effect is omitted from the projection model 

(Fig. 8a), the displacement exhibits 
3r  dependence with residual distance of up to two pixels at the image corners. 

Accounting in the projection model for the lowest-order radial camera distortion, given by Eq. (3), the measured and 

ideal checkerboard patterns match well (Fig. 8b). 

 

Figure 8. Displacement (in pixels) between the checkerboard corners found from the image and those of an ideal 

checkerboard projected onto the image, rotating and translating for the best fit. (a) Projection neglects camera distortion; (b) 

projection accounts for lowest-order radial camera distortion. Note the change in vertical scale.  

Thus, the observed lens distortion is well described by the lowest-order term described above, with the residual distance 

between projected and measured corners less than 0.05 of a pixel. For the data in Fig. 8, the best-fit distortion parameter 

is 6.819(7)×10-9 pixel-2 and the principal point is (473 px, 515 px). Using the checkerboard square size of 1.5 µm as a 



 

 
 

 

reference (due to the high accuracy of the USED nano-fabrication process), the performed fitting also allows us to 

measure the corrected microscope’s pixel size to be 0.17289(1) µm.  

Analyzing measurements of different areas of the checkerboard sample allowed us to confirm that the observed 

distortion is due to the microscope and is not intrinsic to the sample. (It also revealed a fabrication defect in the sample, 

appearing as a "seam" where stitched regions of the pattern were mis-registered by ~40 nm.) 

The extracted geometrical distortion calibration parameters can be used to reconstruct the surface topography of a 

measured sample by applying the inverse coordinate transformation and resampling using bilinear interpolation. The 

results of this procedure applied to measurements of a uniform grating are discussed in Sec. 4.1. 

3.3 The microscope ITF calibration 

For our ITF calibration of metrology profilometers, the preprocessed height distribution data taken over a suitable BPRA 

standard pattern is processed with custom software developed for PSD processing of the data, ITF model 

parametrization, and ITF-based deconvolution of the measured data [30-32,34]. Figure 9 presents the software 

screenshot corresponding to processing a measurement over the 1-in Dia. HR BPRA pattern with the elementary size of 

81 nm performed with the interferometric microscope equipped with the 50× objective and 1× zoom lens.     

 

Figure 9. A screenshot of the original software developed for the ITF calibration of metrology profilometers and ITF-based 

deconvolution of the measured data. The data shown has been recorded with the HR BPRA pattern with the elementary size 

of 81 nm using the ALS XROL interferometric microscope equipped with the 50× objective and 1× zoom lens. The 1D PSD 

distributions of the measured (blue lines) and deconvolved (orange lines) are shown in the bottom right part of the 

screenshot. Deconvolution is performed with a simplified linear model that considers only the transfer functions of the lens 

and detector pixels [34,38] (see the discussion in the text). 



 

 
 

 

In this case depicted in Fig. 9, the spatial resolution is significantly lower than if it were limited by the effective pixel 

size of about 172 nm. The observed resolution corresponds to the Abbe limit of 500 nm for the light wavelength of 550 

nm and objective numerical aperture (NA) of 0.55. 

The software depicted in Fig. 9 is capable of deconvolution of the measured data using the measured and parametrized 

ITF of the tool in use. The problem of derivation of a high-confidence analytical model of the microscope in different 

measurement arrangement is rather nontrivial problem [34,38-43] and is out of the scope of the present work. 

Nevertheless, some interesting results are obtained even with a simplified linear model that considers only the transfer 

functions of the lens and detector pixels [34,38] (see Sec. 3.4). 

The immediate result of the deconvolution depicted in Fig. 9 is the increased (by a factor of ~ 1.8) roughness of the 

deconvolved topography compared to that of the measured data. From the point of view of the measurements with VLS 

x-ray gratings, the more important result is that the deconvolution allows recovering the PSD spectrum at spatial 

frequencies above ~1.2 µm-1 by a factor of ~10 and even more at higher frequencies. We can also conclude that the 

upper limit of the groove density range available in measurements with an interferometric microscope is ~1,800 

lines/mm. Our goal is to demonstrate and even extend the range with a more sophisticated data acquisition and 

processing techniques under development in the scope our DOE STTR/SBIR projects. 

4. EFFECT OF MICROSCOPE LENS DISTORTION ON GRATING METROLOGY 

In metrology of VLS x-ray gratings, the lens distortion of the ALS XROL interferometric microscope observed and 

calibrated with the checkerboard test sample (Sec. 3.2) shifts the apparent grating spatial frequency by different amounts 

depending on the position in the recorded grating topography. To understand the scale of the corresponding error in the 

measured grating groove density (grating spatial frequency), we use an optical blazed grating with uniform 600 lines/mm 

groove density in a clear aperture of about 50 mm × 50 mm. A series of three measurements of different areas of the 

grating (grating center and two areas shifted by ±10 mm) was performed with the interferometric microscope 

arrangement (50× objective and 1× zoom) calibrated with the checkerboard as described in Sec. 3.2.  The measurements 

are sufficient for separation of the effects of the microscope lens distortion and the grating imperfection. 

Figure 10 shows the apparent grating frequency as a function of location in each of the three measurements. The local 

grating frequency is evaluated over subareas of width 50 pixels using a windowed Fourier transform peak finder with 

window size 200 pixels and step size 50 pixels.  

 
Figure 10. Position dependence of the apparent grating frequency for images of three different areas of the uniform grating 

sample shifted by ±10 mm extracted from the uncorrected surface height distribution data (top row) and (bottom row) from 

the same data corrected using the geometrical distortion calibration in Sec. 3.2. Scaled value of frequency is found using the 

pixel size extracted from the distortion calibration. 



 

 
 

 

The top row in Fig. 10 shows the grating frequency variation extracted from the raw data, uncorrected for the 

microscope lens distortion. The apparent frequency is higher at the center of each measurement than at the edges, a 

characteristic result of radial distortion. The bottom row shows the grating frequency variation with the same data as in 

the top row but corrected using the geometrical distortion calibration discussed in Sec. 3.2.  

With the calibration, the radial variation of the apparent grating frequency has been removed, and the range of observed 

frequencies has been compressed. This is also apparent in the corresponding grating frequency histograms presented in 

Figure 11.  

 
Figure 11. Histograms of the grating frequency variations extracted (blue, unfilled) from the uncorrected data depicted in the 

top row of Fig. 10 and (orange, filled) from the corrected data depicted in the bottom row of Fig. 10. 

Note that there is a residual trend in the position dependence of the apparent frequency of the corrected data (the bottom 

row in Fig. 10) with higher frequencies at the upper left of each image. This may be due to the residual effect of sample 

tilt, which will be addressed in future work. 

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

We have discussed progress in work towards precision measurements of variable-line-spacing x-ray diffraction grating 

surface topology using interferometric microscopes. The technique is based on optical microscope measurements of the 

PSDs of grating surface sub-areas and estimation of the groove density values from the spatial frequency of the 

corresponding PSD peaks. 

We have shown that this technique is capable of reliable characterization of VLS gratings with rapid groove density 

variation, for which traditional methods such as long trace profilometry fail. However, the currently available accuracy 

of optical microscope measurements, on the level of ~ 0.4 µm/mm, is not enough for high-confidence determination of 

higher order polynomial parameters 
2g  and 

3g  specified for the grating groove density variation. We need to improve 

the accuracy by a factor of 5-10.  

To advance the technique with higher accuracy and dynamic range of groove density variation than is currently available 

and make it suitable for integration into VLS x-ray grating fabrication processes, we are developing instrument 

characterization and data processing methods: image reconstruction to correct for distortion and blurring by the 

interferometric microscope, multi-image super-resolution data acquisition to increase resolution beyond the single-image 

limit, and high accuracy image stitching to increase the measurement area. In this first publication on the project, we 

have concentrated on precision calibration and correction of the interferometric microscope measurements for lens 

distortion and have tested a procedure for high accuracy measurement of the effective image pixel distribution.  

Using checkerboard and URA BPRA test artifacts, we have experimentally demonstrated significant distortion of the 

imaged artifact pattern due to microscope lens distortion. We have extracted a precision parametrized model of the 

distortion, allowing us to remove it in reconstructed data.  

As a demonstration, the resulting calibration was used to remove geometrical distortion from the measurement of a 

uniform grating sample, increasing the precision and accuracy of the grating frequency measurement. 



 

 
 

 

We have also given results of measurements of the microscope instrument transfer function, which indicate that groove 

densities of up to 1800 lines/mm can be characterized with the interferometric microscope. The results of the ITF 

calibration can be used to improve the measurement resolution.  
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